
Future research apportunity
Training of instruments for freshers .

Rating Scale: 1 Bad | 2 Well below average  | 3 Below average | 4 Average  | 5 Good | 6 Very Good  | 7 Excellent

Section 1 - Event 
Avg ( Min, Max) CountCategory

Immunology related topics
Will glad to pursue hands on training of various methods
Confocal microscopy, HPLC

6.7(5,7) 27
6.6(5,7) 27

Overall Satisfaction with Event
Satisfaction with Content

Future opportunities in research

Future prospects of Microbiology
NMR spectroscopy (2)
Would be very intrigued to listen to a talk on CRISPR technology and its applicability from diagnostic point of view.
Confocal microscopy.
How to go for a novel ideas and manage start up.

23 Sept 2022- Mini workshop - Building a startup with a demo of supporting lab facilities- Talk and visit- 
Modern college

3D printing (2)
How to proceeds with your novel idea? What should be your proper strategy.

How to get into research
More career options in research and how to wisely choose the path

6.8(6,7) 27
6.6(5,7) 27

Satisfaction with Speakers/mentors 
Satisfaction with structure,design and pace of event

6.5(5,7) 27Satisfaction with demonstration

Prototype workshop

Please Provide any other suggestions, comments or any other topics you wish to suggest for a future talk/ workshop? 

Laser cutting or 3D printing
How to proceed with your novel idea? What should be your proper strategy

Career options in science field after MBA



How to start a business in microbiology field
Your encouragement towards young mind was marvelous and campus was so much interesting.
It was satisfying session. I love it.
The event was good and helpful.

It’s a great experience to visit a center. Worth time spent!!

Explore more and more about your venture centre, so lot of needy people get hand on it, or you can show many more demonstration in , you can 
assist mini project , so students get help with their dissertation , overall it was best platform to start with.....
It was a Very educating workshop. Would like to visit again.
Please keep it less expensive

The event was very insightful which made me intrigued about entrepreneurship and how the commercial aspect of an inventive research can lead 
to social impact and revenue within the society.

3D printing and cell culture
Worshop related to microbiology.What students can do after Bsc or Msc. What type of setup they can start.
About future research apportunity
HPLC


